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Situation
 

ഠ Left shows the entirety of the 
DUNE plot style guidance

ഠ We would like, minimally:
▶ More explicit “recommendations,” 

particularly to provide a unified visual 
theme

▶ Easy-to-use software toolkit to help 
users follow the rules & 
recommendations 

ഠ Young DUNE APB representative 
(i.e., me) was charged by APB to 
flesh this out

[from DUNE wiki https://wiki.dunescience.org/wiki/DUNE_Plot_Styles]

https://wiki.dunescience.org/wiki/DUNE_Plot_Styles
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“YD Plot Style Guidelines Task Force”
 

ഠ Rather than do it all myself, I solicited volunteers from Young DUNE to join a “Plot Style 
Guidelines Task Force”

▶ Self-selection implies volunteers actually care about presentation and/or ease-of-use in tools
▶ Helps diversify opinions/experience so that first draft to APB will already cover many perspectives

ഠ 5 volunteers (+ me):
▶ Adam Lister (Wisconsin)
▶ Andrew Mogan (Colorado State)
▶ Kevin Wood (LBNL)
▶ Oliver Lantwin (IN2P3)
▶ Paula Nehm (Mainz)
▶ JW (Tufts)

ഠ We've had one meeting and done a bunch of coordinating on Slack so far
ഠ Goal is to produce a proposed set of guidelines & associated software package by 

mid-summer
▶ Then iterate with APB as needed
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Progress so far

We've assembled a gallery of 
diverse plots from ~15 different 

published sources (inside & 
outside DUNE) and discussed 
what's good & bad about them

We have a mostly finished set 
of updated recommendations 

based on that discussion
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Progress so far

We have a skeleton/work-in-progress 
private GitHub repository under the 

DUNE  organization with some prototype 
tools to apply a DUNE style.

(Doesn't yet apply all recommendations 
in the doc, nor does it have many 

examples.)

[https://github.com/DUNE/dune-plot-style]

https://github.com/DUNE/dune-plot-style
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What's left to do
 

ഠ Finish draft of guidelines
▶ Very close to done, shouldn't take more than a day or two of prodding by me to get the last 

opinions in 
ഠ Finish fleshing out software toolkit

(all tasks assigned; probably more progress after NEUTRINO)
▶ More examples
▶ Finish documentation
▶ Testing
▶ Packaging for UPS/Spack/Python installation

ഠ Send to APB & iterate
ഠ Release to the collaboration!
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